Outcomes after Sleeve Gastrectomy: Influence of the Calibrating Bougie
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Abstract

Purpose: To analyze the outcomes of patients in whom we performed a SG depending on the calibrating bougie.

Methods: Retrospective review of patients who underwent SG. Baseline characteristics were analyzed, and outcomes compared between groups. In order to identify the contribution of each predictor in the %EWL, a linear regression univariate and multivariate model was constructed.

Results: 168 LSG were performed (120 women), mean age 42.9 years and BMI 51.1. Mortality rate of 0.3% and morbidity rate of 4.7%. No differences in terms of complications between both groups (5.8% vs 3.2%, p=0.735), while %EWL was statistically superior in the 40fr group (67.4±17.9 vs 58.1±15.6 at 24 months, p=0.012). Age, larger bougie size and arthropathy influenced negatively on the %EWL. In the multivariate analysis, the introduction of the variable “surgeon” produced a reduction of the effect of the bougie size in weight loss at 24 months (mean difference between groups is 7.5; 95% CI (3.4 – 18.3); p=0.173).

Conclusions: There are differences regarding %EWL in the medium term favoring the use of a 40Fr bougie against the 58 Fr one, with no differences in terms of complications. As well as the bougie, the surgeon plays an important role in the %EWL.
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Introduction

Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) has been increasingly performed and has become a common surgical procedure. At the beginning, it was introduced as a first-stage restrictive operation in super obese patients with a body mass index (BMI) greater than 60 kg/m² or in high-risk patients before a more complex definitive procedure [1-4].

Nowadays it has been accepted as a definitive stand-alone procedure due to the excellent results in terms of excess weight loss (%EWL) and control of comorbidities, with significant 3 and 5-year experiences that justify this recommendation [5-14].

For this reason nowadays the indications for LSG include a wide range of patients, such as those with BMI between 35 and 60 kg/m², with or without different medical comorbidities, and is also being proposed for patients with moderate obesity (BMI<35 kg/m²) as a surgical technique to be taken into account [6,7,11] as a primary procedure.

It is a simple technique which involves a longitudinal resection of the greater curvature of the stomach around a sizing bougie in order to calibrate the final volume of the gastroplasty [15-20].

And even though in the International Sleeve Gastrectomy Expert Panel Consensus (held in March 2011 in Florida, USA), [21] 87% of participants though that the optimal bougie size was between 32 and 36 F (in order to warrant better weight loss and its maintenance) [22-24], up to now there is no evidence based consensus on the optimal size of the bougie we should use [4]. This is probably due to a greater range of complications described in the smaller bougie sizes [18-20].

Despite the fact that it is probably one of the main steps in the standardization of the technique, as well as probably the key to success for this restrictive procedure, up to now it is still widely discussed if the size of the bougie influences the %EWL by itself and/or the rate of complications. This is the reason why the objective of our review was to analyze the short and medium term outcome of the patients in whom we performed a LSG, depending on the size of the calibrating bougie used in relation to the percentage of excess weight loss and the rate of complications.

Methods

We performed a retrospective review (based on a prospective database) of all the patients who underwent LSG at our hospital between 2009 and 2013. All of them were evaluated preoperatively by a multidisciplinary bariatric team. The preoperative study included abdominal ultrasound and upper gastrointestinal series (barium
swallow) in all the patients; and endoscopy, esophageal manometry and 24-hour esophageal pH study only in the case of patients under proton-pump inhibitor therapy due to the presence of daily symptoms of esophageal reflux. The indications to perform the LSG were BMI > 50, age > 55 years, high surgical risk (multiple medical comorbidities or anticoagulation therapy), risks of adhesions due to previous major surgery or incarcerated ventral hernia and the contraindications were the presence of severe gastroesophageal reflux disease with Esophagitis or a huge hiatal hernia.

The analyzed data included sex, preoperative age, BMI, bougie size, surgeon, short term postoperative morbidity (leaks, abscesses and stenosis) and %EWL at 6 months and annually. We used two different sizes of bougie according to the preference of the surgeon (40 Fr or 58 Fr). Outcomes were compared between the two bougie sizes (40 or 58 Fr) to determine the differences in terms of complication rate and %EWL. The collected data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics 19.0 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL, USA) and included descriptive statistics. Quantitative data were expressed by mean +/- standard deviation, and qualitative data were represented by absolute frequency and percentage. We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s test to check the normal distribution and the Student's test and Chi-square test (or Fisher test) for analysis between groups. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was conducted for the association of quantitative variables and %EWL and ANOVA for the analysis of the variable “surgeon”. To identify the contribution of each predictor for the %EWL, a linear regression univariate and multivariate model was constructed. To interpret the impact of each significant predictor, the regression coefficient (b) was used. For the multivariate analysis, we selected the variables statistically significant adding the surgeon’s factor as a correction element. In all analyses, a two-tailed p value of 0.05 or less was considered statistically significant.

Main steps of our standardized technique

Dissection begins along the medial greater curvature up to the left crus, dissecting the angle of Hiss completely free. Prior to the gastrectomy the anesthesiologist inserts the 40 or 58 Fr bougie (depending on the surgeon’s preference) under laparoscopic vision.

Two graspers are used to place the bougie medially along the lesser curvature. The second assistant retracts the greater curvature toward the hand begins the sleeve gastrectomy starting 5 cm proximal to the pylorus (at the level of the “crow’s foot”), but symmetrically all the way between the anterior and posterior gastric wall, avoiding the twisting of the staple line, and close enough to allow for the smooth mobilization of the bougie during all the procedure.

This maneuver helps to place the stapler close to the bougie, maintaining the ending volume of the pouch constant. We routinely use buttressing material in all the cartridges to protect the staple line from bleeding (Seamguard Bioabsorbable, Gore-Tex, Flagstaff, AZ).

We complete the sleeve gastrectomy with a total of 5–6 staple firings (two 4.8 mm and three 3.8 mm cartridges, 60 mm length, Echelon-flex®, Johnson & Johnson). Next, the anesthesiologist removes the bougie and we check the integrity of the staple line systematically with a methylene blue test. Postoperatively, the patient begins taking clear liquids in the first 24 hours, and is discharged home by the third postoperative day.

Results

Patients’ characteristics

A total of 168 morbid obese patients (48 men and 120 women) with a mean age of 42.9 years old (18-68) and mean BMI of 51.1 (39.3-66.9) underwent LSG in our Unit for a period of 5 years.

All of them were performed by laparoscopy (22 patients by Single Port), with no cases of conversions. And all of these patients underwent LSG as a single-stage operation. A second step being indicated only if needed.

The bougie was specified only in 149 of the 168 patients; in 86 of them a 40Fr bougie was used, and a 58Fr one in 63 patients.

After stratifying patients into groups according to the bougie size, we did not find a significant difference in the baseline characteristics (sex, age, weight, comorbidities (Table 1)).

![Table 1: Patients characteristics depending on the size of the bougie used (n: 149) except for the BMI, because one of the main indications of this technique in our unit is the presence of super-obesity (BMI >50).](image)

Morbidity and mortality

Average hospital stay was 3.6 days. The mortality rate was 0.3% (one patient who suffered a leakage at the angle of Hiss with a 40Fr bougie), with a global morbidity rate in the short term of 4.7% (4 leakages, 2 stenosis in the cisura angularis and 1 abscess), but only 3.3% of the patients required reoperations to solve their complications (71% of the complicated patients: both stenosis, one in the 40 fr and another one in the 58 Fr group, and 3 leakages in the 40 Fr group). Even though the rate of complications was superior in the 40 fr group, these results were not statistically significant (Table 2).
Table 2: Complication rate and percentage of excess weight loss according to the size of the bougie used (n: 149).

Table 3: Linear regression - univariate and multivariate analysis (n: 86).

Discussion

LSG has a risk profile and effectiveness that are placed between laparoscopic gastric banding and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass [21-25]; this is the reason why it is recommended in complex patients such as those with greater BMI or a higher rate of comorbidities in order to minimize the complication rate [21,22].
But LSG is not complication-free at all and one of the major postoperative complication is still the staple line leak, which occurs in approximately 2.2-2.4\% of patients [11-26]. There are various factors which influence the risk of leak. One suggested risk factor is the size of the bougie used in the procedure. In the Second International Consensus Summit for Sleeve Gastrectomy [15] there was a trend toward using a 36 Fr bougie, because it seemed that the use of a smaller bougie size could be associated with a long term increase in weight loss [27-29]. However later on, in 2010 it was suggested by Gagner M et al. that these small bougies were related to an increase in the rate of leakage [18]. In fact, in the systematic analysis performed by Aurora AR et al. [26], the use of bougies with diameter >40 Fr resulted in decreased instances of staple line leakage compared to the use of bougies with diameter <40 Fr. In this paper the use of a 40 Fr or a larger bougie was associated to a leak rate of 0.6\%, while smaller bougie sizes were associated to a leak rate of 2.8\%. Later on, Parik et al. published a systematic review showing that utilizing bougie ≥ 40 Fr might decrease the rate of leakage without having an impact on %EWL up to 3 years [19].

In our series of patients we have suffered an average leak rate of 2.7\%, and we have used 40 Fr and 58 Fr bougies, both considered as large sizes in the literature. And despite the fact that we have used “large” bougies, we have still suffered a rate of leakage higher in the 40 Fr group (3.5\%), than in the 58 Fr group (1.6\%), although these differences were not found statistically significant. These results are similar to the ones published by Atkins ER et al. [30] in their retrospective review, showing a similar rate of complications in the case of 40 Fr and 50 Fr bougies (2.7\% vs 1.9\% leak rate). And according to their results regarding weight loss, and contrary to what has been published before by Parik et al. [19] the group of patients in whom we used a smaller sizing bougie (40 Fr) showed better results of weight loss compared to those patients who underwent LSG using a 58 Fr bougie (67.4 ± 17.9 vs 58.1 ± 15.6 %EWL at 24 months), and these differences were evident and statistically significant from 6 months onwards.

According to the review recently published by Yuval et al. [20], and contrary to what has been said before, the recommendation to use the smallest bougie as possible should be avoided from now on, because the risks of leak may outweigh the benefits (0.9\% leaks with bougies ≥40 Fr vs 2.9\% leaks with bougies <40 Fr, p<0.05). They conclude that larger size bougies are associated with a significant decrease in the incidence of leak with no change in weight loss (69.2% of EWL ≥40 Fr bougie and 60.7% of EWL when smaller bougies were used, p=0.29). In our group we have followed this recommendation, but in our series of patients in whom we have used “large” bougies, we have found an average higher incidence of leaks (2.7\%) close to the incidence described for the <40 Fr bougies. Perhaps at this point “other factors” related to the cause of the leak such as the higher BMI [19] could have played its part. In our analysis the mean BMI in the 40 Fr group was 49.5 +/- 5.8, and in the 58 Fr group 52.5 +/- 4.6, higher than the ones included in Yuval’s review (Bougie < 40 Fr an average BMI of 46, and Bougie > 40 Fr an average BMI 43). On the other hand, regarding the %EWL, we have found differences in the univariate analysis favoring the use of the 40 Fr size bougie instead of the 58 Fr one (67.4 +/- 17.9 vs 58.1 +/- 15.6 %EWL at 24 months, p<0.05). These differences were maintained statistically significant until the third postoperative year (Tables 2 and 3).

In the univariate analysis the age and the presence of arthopathy were also factors which negatively influenced weight loss in our patients, probably related to the reduction of the physical activity in the postoperative period whereas in the multivariate analysis, the effect of the bougie was eliminated when we introduced the variable “surgeon”. Bearing in mind, that all of the surgeons in the team were performing the same standardized technique we described before, this could mean that in weight loss the size of the bougie is as important as how much the surgeon stays close to it to create the pouch (Table 3).

Even considering the limitations of this retrospective review, we can conclude that when following the same standardized technique during LSG, there are statistically significant differences regarding the %EWL in the medium term that favor the use of a 40Fr bougie against the 58 Fr one, with no differences in terms of complications. There are other factors that negatively influence weight loss such as age and the presence of arthopathy. Besides the bougie, the surgeon plays an important role in the %EWL. Further studies are needed before a definitive decision on the ideal bougie size is made.
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